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ABOUT
PLAYGROUP
This handbook has been prepared to assist and encourage services who are establishing new
playgroups or reorganising existing playgroups.
Playgroups are one of Meerilinga’s children and family centres, and early childhood education
options available to families. They contribute towards government and Meerilinga strategic
priorities for strengthening families, responding to communities needs and enriching the lives
of children through participation in quality early childhood education.

Play with Purpose
Playgroup provides opportunities for parents and children to enhance their relationship in a
supportive environment, increase their parenting skills and confidence and develop valuable
social and family support networks.
A broad goal in every playgroup is to help families develop the skills to participate in and run
the Playgroup independently by involving families in all playgroup processes, discussing
processes for transition, developing written transition timeline with families and the playgroup
coordinator scaling back involvement over time.

Playgroup is:
•
•
•

a safe time
a set time
a fun time

•
•
•

children and parents playing together
children playing with other children
parents supporting one another

A playgroup is a group of under school age children and their regular carer/parents who meet
together on a regular basis. In playgroup children spend positive time with their parents and have the
opportunity to interact with children of similar ages and with other adults. Playgroup is an opportunity
for parents to spend quality time with their child/ren as well as interact with and form relationships with
other parents and children.
An incentive for playgroup as a strategy is that they can be set up
quickly, are flexible, less formal, voluntary, have fewer regulatory
requirements than other Early Education and Care (ECEC) services
and can respond well to the needs of their community. Playgroup
programs are not a formal curriculum, but starting points for quality
early childhood education. Creative planning by a playgroup team,
such as special events and parent led celebrations, are examples of
themes that can be used in any sequence. Individual and group
ideas can be adapted to suit individual situations, and early
childhood development knowledge for planning and development of a playgroup can guide activities
decision making.
The intent of a playgroup is to provide a learning environment that is varied and responsive to the
interests, support and learning needs of families and children. Playgroups provide an informal
support network for parents, in addition to providing Early Childhood Education (ECEC) opportunities
for children. Playgroups encourage and support parents to learn about the education needs of
children and acknowledge the significance of their role in their child’s early education.
In Western Australia playgroups are not yet licensed ECEC services. This means that there are fewer
regulatory requirements that need to be met.
However Principles of the Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF ://docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/belonging_being_and_becoming_the_early_years_lea
rning_framework_for_australia.pdf) and Standards for Community Services guide Meerilinga
playgroup design and practice.
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Service staff must engage in cooperative planning to achieve:
• strengthening Indigenous and Culturally and Language Diverse families and communities
access and participation
• children seen in context of their family
• needs of community or family are identified and acted upon
• partnerships between mainstream and Indigenous agencies
• delivery of appropriate and effective services

Types of Playgroups
There are many different types of playgroups. Playgroups can be organised to meet the needs of
specialised groups or to provide particular programs:
• general playgroup: with a mixture of adults and children from different backgrounds
• playgroups for specific ages, or purpose e.g. baby playgroup for ages 0-18 months
• playgroups for specific parent groups that allow parents to discuss and compare common
issues that relate specifically to them, e.g. mums group, dads group, grandparents group,
young mums group, single parents group
• cultural-specific playgroup: bringing together people with similar language and culture to
support each other
• special needs group: bringing together children and/or parents with special needs to support
each other and to learn and develop skills for the child and parent
• blended/step family playgroups: brings together children and their families experiencing similar
changes
• special interest groups such as music groups (e.g. Move and Groove), physical playgroups
(e.g. Kindergym) or art groups
• mobile outreach playgroups in other facilities than Meerilinga

ChildSafe Commitment
Meerilinga enables a strong commitment to child safety and establishing and maintaining child safe
and child friendly environments. All children who come to our organisation have a right to feel and be
safe. We are committed to the safety and well-being of all children and young people accessing our
services and this will always be our first priority.

Working with Children Check
All Meerilinga playgroup team members (paid and volunteer) must have a Working with Children
Screening check which includes a National Criminal History Check. This screening must be
updated every three years.

Meerilinga Position on Vaccination of Children
Meerilinga supports the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia’s recommendation
that all children should be immunised using the agreed schedule, unless there is a clear medical
reason why this should not occur. In line with the evidence about child and community wellbeing,
Meerilinga encourages parents to have their children immunised using the schedule provided by the
WA Department of Health. This is available on the WA Department of Health
http://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/Articles/F_I/Immunisation-schedule-and-catch-up-immunisations
Parents can check their child’s immunisation history to assist in keeping immunisations up to date.
Parents can obtain an Immunisation History Statement at any time by contacting the Australian
Childhood Immunisation Register (ACIR) on 1800 653 809 or at through Medicare online or
Department of Human Services office. Online information about the Australian Childhood
Immunisation Register is at http://www.humanservices.gov.au/customer/services/medicare/australianchildhood-immunisationregister .
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Playgroups & Vaccination
In the event of an infectious disease outbreak, unimmunised children could contract the disease and
contribute to its spread. For the protection of their health and the health of other children, families with
unimmunised children are discouraged from attending Playgroup during an outbreak.

All families with children who have a vaccine preventable disease are encouraged to stay at home
form playgroup until the child or adult is well again.
This is particularly important because of the increased risks these diseases pose to very young
children (infants under 6 months) and pregnant women who may attend playgroup. Unimmunised
children may be excluded from attending Meerilinga playgroup by the Chief Executive Officer or if
instructed by the Local Public Health Authority.
As per the Meerilinga procedure, families will be advised as soon as practicable of all cases of
vaccine preventable diseases as they become aware of at Playgroup.
Fees remain applicable during exclusion however hardship waiver can be applied for to the Chief
Executive Officer. Other families with children under 6 months and pregnant women should review
their attendance at playgroup for the period where there is an ongoing concern about an outbreak of
these diseases.

Privacy
If Meerilinga collects information about children’s vaccination history, privacy laws require that
Meerilinga states why it is being collected, who has access to this information, how it will be stored
and how it will be used. Playgroup members cannot be compelled to provide this information.
Coordinators should appropriately destroy any personal information when the family leaves the
playgroup.
More information
Further information about immunisation:
1. The WA Department of health http://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/Articles/F_I/Immunisation-scheduleand-catch-up-immunisations
2. The Australian Government Department of Health website http://www.immunise.health.gov.au/
3. Raising Children Network http://raisingchildren.net.au/articles/immunisation.html
4. Your family Child Health Nurse or Medical Practitioner

Professional Workers and Parent Led Support Groups
(Peer Support Playgroups)
The strengths of parent-led groups
A parent peer support group which is led by the parents themselves tends to be very different from
one led by a professional worker. In a parent-led group there is often greater commitment amongst
parents; they become more involved in the group and have a sense of ownership. This, in turn, can
bring greater benefits to parents.
In contrast, when a group is led by a professional worker, it can be difficult for parents to feel
responsible for the group’s success. This can mean that they miss out on receiving and giving support
and access to valuable information that other parents of children with additional needs might be able
to share with them.
Parental involvement is also important in building the confidence of parents, by achieving successes,
helping others and developing new skills. Confidence raising may be more difficult in a group run by a
capable and efficient professional worker, where parents may feel that they do not need to do any
more than turn up for meetings. Parents may also feel that they have more chances to influence
service provision in their 'own' group.
6
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They can gain greater confidence in a parent-led group which can help them to develop the coordinated and determined approach they need to influence local services. And, of course, it may be
difficult for parents to be open and honest in their views of local services if a local service provider is
running or closely involved in the group.

Stepping back
At Meerilinga we may set up a Peer Support group but aim to, at some stage, withdraw from it –
indeed you may have set up the group with that in mind.
Professional workers may also need to withdraw for other reasons, for example time pressures or a
change of job.
Parents involved in a professional worker-led group, or one in which there is close professional
worker involvement, often see the worker as crucial to the group, and may feel anxious about its
future without them. Such anxiety often stems from lack of confidence and feeling unable to take on
the tasks the professional worker has successfully done to take the group forward.
For professional workers it can be comparatively easy to get on with the
practicalities of running a group - finding a meeting room, spreading the
word about the group, photocopying materials - because of your
professional knowledge, contacts and understanding of organisational
structures and systems.
Parents encouraged from the start to be active in the group will take on
responsibilities. Closely involve the group, think carefully about how to
encourage parental involvement and participation at the earliest stage
and make sure that your relationship with the group is clear from the
beginning.
When withdrawing from a group it can be helpful to:
• discuss with the members whether or not they wish the group to
continue
• encourage open and honest discussion on the future shape of the group
• review the aims of the group and its activities
• identify any parents willing to work on taking the group forward (not necessarily one
• group leader)
• share out group responsibilities and tasks amongst the parents
• think about whether the meeting place will continue to be appropriate (especially if
• the group currently meets at your work site)
• withdraw gradually if possible
• set a date for withdrawal from the group
• plan a programme of withdrawal for this period
• consider inviting an outsider with group facilitation skills to discuss these issues with the group
(ask Contact Playgroup WA http://playgroupwa.com.au/contact-us/ for advice on
• whom you can approach)

A positive role
Professional workers can support and help Peer Support Groups without becoming directly involved
in running the group. You can play a positive role by helping to reach parents and build membership,
offering practical support and making yourself available to the group.

Reaching parents
Most groups want new members at some time or other to help it survive and thrive. Welcoming new
members to the group also gives parents an opportunity to help other parents of children with
additional needs.
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Parents hear about groups in different ways, but nearly all rely to some extent on professional
workers telling other parents about the group.

For the group, it is important that parents are given information about all types of playgroups
operating from the centre to make the choice as to whether to become involved or not. This is not
something the professional worker should decide.
Groups are also looking for established organisation-wide procedures which enable parents to be put
in touch with them. Such procedures mean that parents are not dependent on the good practice of an
individual professional worker, who will move on at some point.
For example, a system could be implemented whereby all parents attending a clinic for the first time
are routinely given information about support groups and can then choose if and when to make
contact.

Helping to reach parents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

set up a procedure between your organisation and the parents’ support groups and child health
nurse.
be clear about how this will operate
tell parents about groups and support networks early on
give written as well as verbal information to parents
allow the parent to make the choice
make sure you have adequate and up-to-date group information
make introductions on behalf of the parent, if requested
keep the group informed
tell colleagues about the group so that they can also inform parents

Practical support
Parents need practical help to set up groups, and keep them going. Much of this will be provided by
the group members, but outside help is often also needed. Professional workers can help with
practical support, making it easier for the group to get on with addressing its aims and supporting its
members.

Helping with practicalities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide a meeting room
display posters
hand out information to other parents
offer financial help, where possible
provide or arrange transport
help with photocopying
offer advice on form filling and letter writing
put groups in touch with any helpful professional workers, other organisations or
sources of support

Being accessible
Parents and groups often say how difficult it is to get hold of professional workers. Making it easier for
a group to contact you can ease the problem.
This doesn’t mean being available at all times; rather, it means letting the group know how and when
to reach you. For example, you might tell the group that the best way to reach you is by phoning you
between 9.00 and 9.30 on Monday mornings when you are always in your office.

Helping to be accessible
•
•

suggest a good time for contact
suggest the best means of contact
8
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•

keep groups informed of any changes

Getting to know each other
A good relationship between you and a Peer Support Group will require good communication and
understanding. You will need to have some knowledge of each other. This may be most easily
achieved by meeting together from time to time.

It can be difficult to tell parents about a group if you know very little about it yourself. Likewise, it is
difficult for parents to convey their views to professionals if they feel anxious about talking to you. A
solution could be if your team invited a group to one of its monthly meetings to share information
about both your areas of work.

Helping to get to know each other
•
•
•
•
•

hold open meetings for parents and professional workers
offer to talk to groups or accept invitations to do so
invite parents to talk to you
invite parents to sit on committees or forums
avoid jargon

Moral support
Such practical support and help from professional workers are
clearly beneficial to local support groups. But moral support
and encouragement can also be very helpful. A group’s
confidence in its work will grow when it knows that it is
appreciated and valued and its efforts are recognised.

Helping with morale
•
•
•
•
•

provide a listening ear to groups
be there to share ideas
make suggestions and give tips
offer encouragement
give honest feedback

The benefits for professional workers
Both professional workers and parent support groups benefit when they work together. In this guide

we have explained how groups can benefit from your support. Professional workers can also
identify benefits for themselves, such as:
• better understanding of the needs of parents caring for a child with additional needs
• having access to parents’ views
• getting feedback on services
• having an additional source of available support for parents
• reducing inappropriate demands by parents
• broadening skills and experience
Reference: Contact a Family www.cafamily.org.uk.
Copying of the material within this guide is permitted.
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Universal Playgroups
•

are run by parents independently or coordinated and supported by the CFC centre staff and
community workers cater for groups of children from birth to school age and their parents
typically meet for 1 to 5 sessions each week on any day to provide play, social and learning
opportunities for children

•

They may:
• also focus on developing and maintaining languages and cultures in which case the language
and cultural norms are reflected in the structure and content of the playgroup sessions
• invite guest speakers and coordinate incursions and excursions
• refer to community educational programs and events
• come together because of the comfort of shared values, beliefs such as gender, lifestyle,
grandparenting etc.
Universal / Peer Support Playgroups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pay a term membership
Part of the Centre program
Are self-help groups managed by an appointed committee and supported by a team leader or centre
coordinator
The program is co designed in consultation with families, children and staff.
Goal of the playgroup is locally community
Equipment may be owned by the playgroup who are at liberty to take it with them if they decide to use another
venue or owned by the centre.
Finances may be completely separate or for CFC go through Meerilinga
Network community families and may cater for diverse difference in philosophies, values or needs

Purpose of Playgroup
An effective playgroup begins with an agreed purpose. The purpose aligns with the needs of the
community and/or the purchased service and the mission of Meerilinga. Defining the purpose helps
the playgroup team plan a program, make decisions about how to operate and evaluate the
effectiveness of the playgroup. A clear statement of purpose of the playgroup purpose can also
enable everyone involved in the playgroup to have similar expectations.
You may:
• display the short statement as a poster at playgroup
• distribute copies to all team members (and prospective members)
• use the statement to promote the playgroup
Here is a sample purpose statement used in promotional material.
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BENEFITS
for
CHILDREN
A 2009 national report ‘A Snapshot of Early Childhood Development in Australia’ identified key
developmental expectations of children starting school: physical health and well-being, social
competence, emotional maturity, language and cognitive skills and communication skills.
A well-organised playgroup can play a large role in children’s development and parents’
competence in fostering development in the following areas.

Physical health and well being
•
•
•
•

introduce children to nutritional meals and snacks
expose children to a variety of exercise
provide a healthy and enjoyable variety of activities and interests
create a regular positive playtime with their parent

Social competence and emotional maturity
•
•

provide experience interacting with a variety of children and adults
help children begin to identify and express their emotions

Language and communication skills
•
•
•

give children the opportunity to listen to and speak with a variety of people and about a
variety of topics
provide experiences in listening to stories, singing songs and speaking rhymes
provide experiences to talk about and vocabulary to do so

Cognitive skills
•
•
•
•

help children develop an understanding of structured time and routine
expose children to a wide range of opportunities to explore their environment and their
community and to reflect on their experiences
give children the opportunity to manipulate a variety of toys and materials
build an understanding of environments outside of the home

GETTING
STARTED
Groundwork
• Form a small playgroup ideas team to get things started.
• Survey local community to determine if there is a need for a playgroup, either a universal
playgroup or a facilitated one.
• Share the idea with other team members. Ask for support and a commitment to provide
volunteers, space, time and equipment for a playgroup that suits the needs of the
community.
• Identify what support and resources are available for you, such as promotion on the
website, media and publishing.
• Visit some existing playgroups to see how they operate and solicit advice based on their
experiences. You might even explore ways your two groups could work in cooperation.
(This could be done by anyone on the ideas team and/or by the coordinator).
• Define your purpose.
• The coordinator works out a budget.
• Recruit/Identify and prepare a playgroup facilitator. If this is a paid position, unless prior
approved in the operating budget, you will need the permission of the CEO and be
guided by the Meerilinga recruitment process. Discuss this with your Senior
Coordinator.
• The coordinator with the ideas team organises the space and equipment. Make sure the
space available is suitable to the program you intend to run with clean and safe toys and
equipment. For risk assessment documentation, see: M:\Admin\Policies\Policy Manual
and the Risk Assessment Worksheet at M:\Admin\Document Mgmt\Doc
Templates\Generic
• There is safety advice within Meerilinga policies and at: www.kidsafewa.com.au

Planning and Preparation
•

•

•
•

•

•

The coordinator and key team members set the starting date and schedule for your
first term of playgroup sessions. Talk with families to define their needs and find a
suitable day and time for playgroup
The coordinator, key team members and interested parents decide on a session plan
that meets your purpose. What will children and parents do? Include a variety of ageappropriate activities and cater for all learning styles.
The coordinator, team members and interested parents develop a program for the first
term of playgroup.
The coordinator and key team members allocate specific roles or duties to team
members to spread the workload. Think about each person’s time commitments and
skills, e.g. coordination, language, music, craft, story-telling, dance, health care,
administration.
Senior Coordinators guide and advise on how care of team members as well as parents
and children will occur and, importantly, who team members can go to with problems
and concerns. Interpret the Meerilinga Code of Ethics for the team, particularly as it
relates to self-care, boundaries and limitations in friendship and counselling.
The coordinator, team, resource services and other community sources promote the
playgroup and encourage families to try it out.

The First Session
Your first session could be a ‘come-and-try’ event run along the lines you are planning, but with a
lot of emphasis on welcoming and accepting enquiring families. Debrief with the team after the
session.
Then move on to your first official playgroup session.
• The coordinator and team run the first playgroup session
• The coordinator and team (with some parents) evaluate the first session. Keep the
things that worked and adjust the things that didn’t
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Continuing
•
•
•
•

The coordinator and team run and evaluate subsequent regular sessions
The coordinator keeps the senior coordinator appraised of what is happening in
playgroup so that they can continue to support the program effectively
Early each term, begin planning the following term: dates, special events, programs
themes, outings, volunteer team responsibilities, guests, materials and equipment
Understand and follow up on data and reporting requirements. The process of
collecting data and writing reports and discussing it with both the team and senior
coordinator can be helpful in evaluating the program and planning for the future as well
as meet the purchased service agreement

A Playgroup Team
Playgroup is about people. The playgroup co-ordinator and team
members are the most important component of playgroup: more
important than the space or the equipment or the particular
program.
The right coordinator can make a playgroup successful. The right
team members can make things run better, inappropriate team
members create more work and can disrupt the playgroup.

Finding Team Members
Advertise for playgroup personnel. But don’t rely on this method. Actively seek out the people you
really need and want on the team.
•
Find people for specific tasks, not just all-rounders. Don’t expect any one person to do
everything. You may help with administration, furniture moving, craft, musicians, in
addition to people with the skills to work directly with children and parents.
•
Be positive about playgroup and tell people how enjoyable and rewarding it is to be a
part of the playgroup team.
•
Consider asking a group of people to take on a role together. For example, ask a small
group of grandparents who are free during the playgroup time to take on setting up or
preparing morning tea, or craft, or story or music time. Group responsibility relieves the
coordinator of rostering individuals to areas responsibility. It also means that if
someone is unavailable at the last minute they can organise amongst themselves for
someone else to fill in.
•
Recruit recruiters! If you are not good at asking people to volunteer, ask someone else
to find the volunteers for you. Think of someone who is well respected and thoughtful.
They will need to understand the specific tasks you are seeking people to do. They
may come up with people you hadn’t even considered.
•
Don’t overlook people who may be able to take on a small role, as this may free up
someone else to take on more responsibility. For example, a story teller may
appreciate having another person visit the library regularly to choose a story for the
group or to select some books relating to playgroup themes.
•
Don’t overlook quiet achievers. Some of the best volunteers go about their role quietly.
•
Don’t overlook the parents themselves. Many parents, taking time out from the
workforce, bring the skills with them and are happy to keep practicing those skills in a
limited, rewarding environment like playgroup.
Community and Development neighbourhood services (Children and Family centres) are
purchased from government to develop and coordinate services with, and for, members of the local
community. Services are provided on a universal basis in response to the diverse and varied
needs of a community.
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Program Template Example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzA47J7QsVk new format
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Activity Planning
Activity stations are designated spaces where children and parents can engage in a range of
different experiences. Families move from station to station at their own pace. Stations can be
marked by tables, room dividers or rugs.
The number of stations depends on the length of your program, e.g. for a 90 minute program, aim
to have at least 5 stations; 120 min (6 stations); 150 min (7 stations); 180 min (9 stations).
The number of stations you have operating at any one time depends on the number of families in
your group.
Activities stations are planned in consultation with families in a collaborative manner.

Ideas
Here are some of the activity stations you might include in your
playgroup program. Use the same selection of stations, in the same
location, week by week to help with familiarity and routine. You might
rotate and change one or two of the areas from time to time.
Some of the centres will offer the same activity week after week. Others
will have quite different (surprise) activities each time.
Art station (studio) — this centre encourages children to express
themselves and experiment with the use of various art media. The art
centre provides one medium each time, e.g. paints one week, collage
another week, playdough another week.
Book station (library) — this centre encourages parents and children to explore books together.
Parents can read a book/story to their own child. The centre could be set up as a borrowing library
where children can select a book to take home and return the following week, thus developing
habits of responsibility. If you organise a borrowing library, you might have books for parents as
well as books for children.
Career station — this centre encourages children to relate the theme for the day to the world of
work. A parent or other guest who works in a profession related to the theme of the day may talk
with children about their work, show a short video clip about their work, and/or demonstrate a skill
or equipment they use in their work.
e / Computer station — this centre encourages children and parents to use simple IT such as
cameras, computer programs, games and activities that are age appropriate and related to the
theme of the day. It can be particularly beneficial for children who do not have access to
technology at home.
Craft station (workshop) — this centre encourages children to create an item which they can take
home as a reminder of the playgroup theme for the day. With parents’ help they learn to
manipulate a variety of craft materials, tools and techniques.
Exercise station (Gym) — this centre encourages children to do some active, large-muscle
exercise. The gym might include an obstacle course, climbing gym, slides and swings, balancing
bar or courses draw on the floor. It may involve the use of equipment or mat exercises. Unless
you have a trained leader, keep these exercises very simple.
Exploration station (Lab) — this centre (indoors and/or outdoors) encourages parents and
children to explore (see, smell, taste, touch, manipulate) a range of items and activities related to
the theme of the day.
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Friendship station — this centre encourages children to relate to a variety of people. It is set up
with a few comfortable chairs.
A ‘special guest’ (generally an older person) chats with children about an experience related to the
theme for the day or any topic the guest of the child wants to talk about. It’s good to take photos of
children with the guests for the children (and guest) to take home.
Garden station — this stations is home to a playgroup garden. It may be in a fenced-off outdoor
area, a raised garden bed or simply some potted plants (indoors or outdoors). The garden may
include a fruit tree or vine, but will mainly feature vegetables. The garden gives children a chance
to see how the food they eat is grown and to participate in planting, caring for, harvesting preparing
and eating some food. You may find your own ‘Stephanie Alexander’ in your congregation who
would like to oversee this project.
Home corner (playhouse) — this area encourages children to act out situations or use items
featured in the theme for the day. The centre can be set up like one room of a house (or it may
contain a large doll house and dolls). The play can be either structured or free flowing. You may
want to decorate this area with pictures of children in their homes.
International station — this centre encourages children to think multi-culturally and to appreciate
other languages. A parent or guest who is fluent in a language other than English uses actual
items or actions to teach children a word or a simple sentence about the theme for the day in
another language. If possible the parent or guest will talk briefly about how the theme topic is
viewed in their culture. The centre can be decorated with photos and/or items from the selected
cultural group.
Learning station (school) — this centre provides experiences in counting and reading a few
simple words related to the theme of the day.
Music station — this centre encourages children to relate to music. It provides music for children
to listen to and sing (move) along to and/or instruments children can play.
Nature station — If outdoors, this centre is a space that has been left in its natural state, where
children can walk in long grass, climb on rocks and logs, listen to bird and animal songs, collect
leaves, find worms and bugs and generally explore at their own pace. If indoors, the nature centre
is a collection of natural objects on a table or mat. Children can examine, manipulate and talk
about the objects.
Outdoor area (playground) — this area contains a sand pit and outdoor play equipment that
children can enjoy in their own way. It encourages children, particularly those who spend most of
their time indoors, to get outside and possibly overcome any fear they have of being outdoors. In
favourable weather, many of the other centres might be located outdoors.
Performance station (theatre) — this centre encourages children to act out the theme (or story)
of the day using puppets, dress-ups, music, dance, etc.
Play station — this centre is basically a continuation of free play (indoors or outdoors) where
children can choose their own toys and experiences.
Shopping station — this station encourages children to act out situations or use items featured in
the theme for the day. The centre is set up like a shop. The play can be either structured or free
flowing.
Although some children are happy to stay with one activity for a long time, it’s good to encourage
them to sample at least one or two other activity stations.
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Evaluating your Playgroup
It’s good to evaluate your playgroup regularly. After each session, have a quick discussion about
how it went, problems and special successes noted, what could be improved in a collaborative
manner.
A couple times a year, possibly prior to budget review (April) and Planning (November), have a
more in-depth evaluation. Your purpose statement is your most valuable tool for evaluating your
playgroup.
The basic question is: are we doing what we set out to do? Look at:
• Successes (What can we celebrate about what is happening in playgroup?)
• Frustrations (What challenges are hindering the success of our playgroup and what can
we do about them?)
A second question is: are we satisfying the needs of:
• the children?
• the parents?
• the community?
• our team?
The answers will come from the team, from observation (what does our playgroup look like, sound
like, feel like) and from the parents.
If the answer is yes, you’ll probably want to continue pretty much the way you are going. But even
with a yes, the team or parents might suggest some modifications that will improve it.
Statistics can help with your evaluation, but playgroup number will naturally go up and down with
the changing ages of the children.
Too large - A thriving playgroup may become too big.
The recommended maximum number of families per session is fifteen. This may alter, depending
on your space and safety considerations, the number of volunteers you have, the level of parent
involvement and the number and type of activities you provide.
If playgroup gets too big, consider:
• an additional session (a different day and/or time each week)
• a waiting list
Too small - A struggling playgroup may become too small.
Many of the social advantages of playgroup are lost if the group is too small. Unless you are in an
isolated area where getting together with just one other family is a boon for parents and children, a
playgroup should consist of at least five families.
If your numbers are lower than this, you may need to:
• re-survey the community to see if there are families with young children needing a
playgroup
• re-format your playgroup to meet the changing needs of the community
• re-promote your playgroup
• join with another playgroup
• close your group
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PLAYGROUP MANUAL
Playgroup forms
1. Family membership done online
2. Family details found on Playgroup database
3. Medical and photo permission
M:\Admin\Document Mgmt\Doc Templates\Generic\Marketing\Meerilinga Photo Permission
Form T78 V7.pdf
4. Sign in sheet printed from database
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